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Physiologic Mechanisms 
Underlying the Delayed Delta Sign 

The negative or empty delta sign is considered to be nearly pathognomonic of superior 
sagittal sinus thrombosis on contrast-enhanced CT scans. We describe a visually similar 
sign, seen in five (10%) of 50 patients who had delayed cranial CT scans performed at 
intervals greater than 30 min after injection of contrast material. This new sign (which 
we call the delayed delta sign) closely mimics the classic negative delta sign and may 
thus represent a potential visual pitfall leading to an erroneous diagnosis of sagittal 
sinus thrombosis if only postcontrast images are viewed. The physiologic mechanisms 
underlying the appearance of the delayed delta sign are discussed. 
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The diagnosis of sagittal sinus thrombosis is usually clear from its clinical and 
radiologic presentation [1]. In particular, the negative delta or empty triangle sign , 
first described by Buonanno et al. in 1978 [2], has proved to be a reliable CT 
finding in this disorder (Fig. 1). Recently, however, we observed a visually similar 
appearance of the superior sagittal sinus in several patients without clinical evidence 
of sinus thrombosis who had und~rgone cranial CT scanning at intervals longer 
than 30 min following contrast infusion. Because this normal appearance of the 
sagittal sinus on delayed CT scans mimicked the negative delta sign of true sinus 
thrombosis, we named this appearance the delayed delta sign . We then set out to 
determine the rate of occurrence of this sign prospectively and to elucidate the 
physiologic mechanisms responsible for its appearance. 

Subjects and Methods 

Cranial CT scanning with and without IV contrast infusion was performed prospectively in 
1 00 patients without clinical indications of sinovenous occlusive disease over a 2-month 
period. The patients , 51 males and 49 females , ranged in age from 3 to 92 years (mean, 50 
years) . Following the precontrast study, each patient received contrast material (Omnipaque 
300, Winthrop Pharmaceuticals , New York , NY) by rapid drip IV infusion at a dose of 0.5 mlf 
kg. Cranial CT scanning was then resumed between 1 and 165 min after completion of the 
infusion. Patients receiving delayed scans were principally those referred for suspected 
metastatic disease. Patient accrual for this study was completed when technically satisfactory 
CT scans were obtained in 50 patients studied within 30 min of infusion and 50 patients 
studied later than 30 min after infusion . 

The scans were evaluated by two experienced radiologists who were blinded to knowledge 
of the time interval between infusion and scanning. Working independently , the readers 
visually assessed the relative radiologic densities of blood with in the superior sagittal sinus 
and that of the adjacent dural membranes. Each sinus was then categorized by consensus 
between the two radiologists as appearing either (1) isodense or nearly isodense with the 
adjacent dura or (2) definitely hypodense relative to the adjacent dura. From this second 
group of studies the readers selected a subset of cases in which the sagittal sinus demon
strated central marked hypodensity compared with the dura, which potentially mimicked the 
classic negative delta sign. This subset , composed predominantly of cases scanned later 
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than 30 min following contrast infusion, were thus said to demonstrate 
a delayed delta sign . 

Results 

Visibly apparent hypodensity of the superior sagittal sinus 
relative to dura was directly related to the time interval be
tween contrast injection and CT scanning . This phenomenon 
was seen in only four (8%) of 50 patients scanned within 30 
min of contrast infusion, while it was noted in 29 (58%) of 50 
cases scanned later than 30 min after infusion. By consensus 
of the two readers , in five of these cases the sagittal sinus 
was sufficiently hypodense relative to dura that potential 
confusion of this normal appearance of the sinus on delayed 
images (delayed delta sign) with a true negative delta sign 
was deemed possible if only postcontrast images were con
sidered . Representative examples of these delayed delta 
signs are presented in Figures 2 and 3. 

To verify the time dependence of the appearance of sinus 
hypodensity relative to dura, a patient volunteer was scanned 
at successive intervals from 5 to 55 min following contrast 
administration. Representative images of the sagittal sinus 
from this study are shown in Figure 4. A graph of the relative 
radiologic densities of the sinus and dura as a function of time 
since injection is presented as Figure 5. 

Fig. 1.-Pre- (A) and postcontrast (8) CT im
ages of superior sagittal sinus in a patient with 
angiographically proved acute sinus thrombosis . 

Fig. 2.-Pre- (A) and postcontrast (8) delayed 
CT images of superior sagittal sinus region in a 
patient without sinus thrombosis. Note similarity 
of true negative delta sign (Fig. 18) and delayed 
delta sign (Fig. 28) when only postcontrast im
ages are compared. 

On precontrast scans the dural margins of the superior 
sagittal sinus demonstrated greater attentuation than did the 
blood within the sinus. Immediately after contrast administra
tion, marked intravascular enhancement occurred and a re
versal of the relative densities between sinus and dura was 
recorded. By 45-55 min, however, the dura again became 
denser than the sinus, approaching the precontrast differential 
(:::::8-10 H). 

The differential densities between sinus and dura were also 
measured before and after contrast infusion in each of the 
five cases in which delayed delta signs were observed. In 
each case both the sinus and the dura demonstrated en
hancement on the delayed postcontrast images, confirming 
the patency of the sinus . The differential densities between 
sinus and dura, however, were similar on the precontrast and 
delayed postcontrast studies. This suggests that equilibrium 
in the distribution of contrast material between the intravas
cular and interstitial phases has occurred by the time of the 
delayed scans, allowing the normal density differences be
tween sinus and dura to be observed again. 

Discussion 

Sinovenous occlusion occurs in patients of all ages and is 
associated with significant morbidity and mortality [1]. Char-
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Fig. 3.-A and 8 , Contrast-enhanced CT im
ages of superior sagittal sinus region in two 
other representative patients without sinus 
thrombosis demonstrate the delayed delta sign. 

Fig. 4.-CT images of superior sagittal sinus 
region prior to contrast infusion (top left), and 5-
55 min after injection. Note progressive relative 
lucency of the sinus relative to dura on delayed 
images. The patient had an enhancing metasta
sis in the right occipital lobe, but no clinical 
indications of sinus thrombosis. 

acteristics of sinus occlusion on unenhanced CT scans in
clude the cord sign (5%), hemorrhage (14.5%), dense vein 
sign (20%), edema (8%), and compressed ventricles (14%). 
With contrast administration, tentorial (4%), gyral (1 %), and 
intramedullary vein enhancement (2%) have been reported 
[3-6]. The most reliable appearance is that of the empty or 
negative delta sign on enhanced scans seen in approximately 
29% of cases of sagittal sinus thrombosis [6]. Several poten
tial visual pitfalls of enhanced CT that may lead to the false 
diagnosis of superior sagittal sinus thrombosis have been 

reported [6], including (1) intrasinus arachnoid granulations, 
fibrous brands , and septa; (2) photon depletion artifacts from 
dense calvarial bone; and (3) an anomalously high bifurcation 
of the sagittal sinus into the transverse sinuses. 

We agree that competent neuroradiologists should have no 
difficulty in establishing or refuting the diagnosis of sinus 
thrombosis on CT when a complete set of pre- and postcon
trast images is available and analyzed . This ideal situation 
may not always be real ized , however. At our institution , 
approximately 5% of CT scans are performed only after 
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Fig. 5.-Graph of CT densities of sinus and dura in the patient of Figure 
4 at various time intervals after contrast administration. 

contrast administration . Clinical scenarios in which this may 
occur include the follow-up of known brain tumors, metastatic 
work-ups, routine pituitary and orbit studies, CT scans ob
tained after angiography, and cranial CT that follows a con
trast-enhanced study of some other part of the body. In 
certain clinical circumstances (such as the work-up for met
astatic disease or in brain evaluation following stereotaxic 
biopsy), CT scanning may not begin for 1 or 2 hr after contrast 
infusion. Furthermore, some of the same patients who 
undergo delayed postcontrast CT scanning may also be at 
relatively high risk for development of sinus thrombosis. It is 
in precisely this group of patients who receive only delayed 
postcontrast CT scans that the pitfall of the delayed delta 
sign may occur. As we have demonstrated, a moderate 
proportion (1 0%) of such delayed postcontrast scans will 
demonstrate significantly lower density of the central portion 
of the superior sagittal sinus relative to its dura, which may 
simulate the appearance of a true sinus thrombosis. 

The appearance of the sagittal sinus relative to dura on CT 
as a function of time since contrast administration can be 
reasonably explained by the known pharmacokinetics of io
dinated contrast agents [7 -13). After intravascular adminis
tration, contrast material rapidly approaches a volume of 
distribution equal to that of the extracellular space [7 -9]. 
Such equilibrium is not achieved instantaneously, but requires 
approximately 1-2 hr to occur [1 0). Prior to the establishment 
of this equilibrium, the serum concentration of iodinated con
trast material is significantly higher than that of the intersti
tium. Within the first 30-45 min after infusion, therefore, the 
radiologic attenuation of blood within the sagittal sinus will be 
significantly greater than that of its dural membranes. Beyond 

this time, however, the contrast concentrations in blood and 
dura should gradually become equalized. At this point the 
natural precontrast density differences between blood and 
dura may again become manifest. Our quantitative data sup
port this theory for the origin of the delayed delta sign. 

Tissue-specific distribution characteristics may potentially 
influence relative dural and sinus densities on delayed post
contrast images. For example, it is well recognized that the 
rate at which plasma-tissue equilibrium is reached is both 
patient- and organ-dependent [12 , 13]. Additionally , long-term 
(3-5 days) serum measurements in humans suggest that a 
small fraction of contrast material is slowly released from 
deep interstitial or intracellular compartments [7, 8]. The 
different appearances of the sagittal sinuses we have ob
served on delayed CT scans may also depend on variations 
in renal function and hydration state, which were not con
trolled in this study. 

In summary, about 1 0% of delayed postcontrast CT brain 
images may demonstrate an appearance similar to superior 
sagittal sinus thrombosis, which we have named the delayed 
delta sign. Although comparison with a precontrast study 
would immediately resolve the issue, such images may not 
always be available. Caution should be exercised in these 
circumstances in order not to confuse the delayed delta sign 
with the empty delta sign of true cerebral venous sinus 
thrombosis. 
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